Quest for the Tree Kangaroo (5th Grade)

Objectives:

1. TSWBAT: Listen to fluent reading
2. TSWBAT: Acquire and use vocabulary
3. TSWBAT: Identify cause and effect relationships in informational text
4. TSWBAT: Understand importance of domain specific vocabulary and determine meaning
5. TSWBAT: Quote accurately from text to support analysis and inferences

Monday
- Read Aloud: pg. 168-169
- Vocab Intro: pg. 170-171
- Read and comprehend: pg. 172-173
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 63-64

Tuesday
- Audio story the anchor text: pg 174-189
- Grammar Lesson- Verbs: Linking, action, and helping T54
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 61-62

Wednesday
- Read Together: pg. 174-189
- Dig Deep: pg 190-191
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 67-68

Thursday
- Your Turn: pg. 192-193
- Connect the Topic: pg. 194-198
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 69-70

Friday
- Assessment on Lesson 6
- Spelling Test Lesson 6

Standards: RL.5.1, RL.5.2, RL.5.3, RL.5.4, RL.5.7, RL.5.10, RI.5.1, RI.5.2, RI.5.4, RI.5.6, RI.5.10, RF.5.3a, RF.5.4a, RF.5.4b, SL.5.1a, SL.5.1a, SL.5.1c, SL.5.2, SL.5.4, SL.5.6, L.5.1c, L.5.2e, L.5.4c, L.5.5c, L.5.6
Invasion from Mars (4th Grade)

Objectives:

1. TSWBAT: Listen to fluent reading
2. TSWBAT: Acquire and use vocabulary
3. TSWBAT: Describe a characters, setting, and plot of a story
4. TSWBAT: Describe the structural elements of a drama
5. TSWBAT: Use facts and details to support reasoning
6. TSWBAT: Show sequence of events
7. TSWBAT: Read and comprehend literature

Monday

- Read Aloud: pg. 168-169
- Vocab Intro: pg. 170-171
- Read and Comprehend: pg. 172-173
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 63-64

Tuesday

- Audio story the anchor text: pg. 174-185
- Grammar Lesson: Verbs: linking, helping, and action T48
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 61-62

Wednesday

- Read Together: pg. 174-185
- Dig Deep: pg. 186-187
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 67-68

Thursday

- Your Turn: pg. 188-189
- Informational Text: pg. 190-193
- Homework: Readers Notebook pg. 69-70

Friday

- Assessment on Lesson 6
- Spelling Test Lesson 6

Standards: RL.4.1, RL.4.2, RL.4.3, RL.4.4, RL.4.5, RL.4.6, RL.4.7, RL.4.10, RI.4.1, RI.4.2, RI.4.3, RI.4.7, RI.4.9, RI.4.10, RF.4.3a, RF.4.4a, RF.4.4b, SL.4.1c, SL.4.2, SL.4.3, SL.4.6, L.4.1f, L.4.2d, L.4.3c, L.4.4a, L.4.4b, L.4.5b, L.4.5c, L.4.6